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Sir Michael Latham’s report  (“the Latham report”) is considered to be a
watershed moment.  It persuaded the UK Government that primary legislation
was required to give all parties to construction contracts a statutory right to
have disputes resolved in the first instance by adjudication.  This process was
to be rapid and relatively inexpensive. The UK now has legislation (The
Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996) along with similar
legislation being passed in parts of Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong and
even World Bank funded projects. 
The post-apartheid South African government has also been fixated with
procurement reform in terms of introducing appropriate methods for effective
dispute resolution into the construction industry. Acknowledging the success
in alternative dispute resolution (ADR) procedures in resolving labour
disputes in terms of the Labour Relations Act No. 66 of 1995, the White Paper
on Creating an Environment for Reconstruction Growth and Development in the
Construction Industry   obliges the public sector to promote the application of
ADR methods, in particular adjudication, in our construction industry.  CIDB
took the lead in 2003, by officially introducing adjudication in South African
construction contracts. 
CIDB Best Practice Guideline , observes that conventional mechanisms and
procedures for final dispute resolution currently in use, normally arbitration
or litigation, are both costly and time consuming.  It further argues that small
and emerging contractors are disadvantaged – and even imperiled - in the
event of a major dispute arising. 

SETTING THE TABLE:

  Latham, M Sir (1994). Constructing the Team. Final Report of the Government / Industry Review of Procurement and
Contractual Arrangements in the UK Construction Industry, HMSO.
  The “White Paper on Creating an Enabling Environment for Reconstruction, Growth and Development in the Construction
Industry”, published under Notice 89 in Government Gazette No 18615, Volume 391 on 14 January 1998.
  Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB), 2003, Procurement Practice Guide #C3: Adjudication, Pretoria, South Africa
  Best Practice Guideline Number #C3: Adjudication, September 2005, Second Edition of CIDB document 1011, downloadable on
www.cidb.org.za
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The Best Practice Guideline by CIDB defines adjudication as
“…an accelerated and cost-effective form of dispute resolution
that, unlike other means of resolving disputes involving a third-
party intermediary, the outcome is a decision by a third party
which is binding on the parties in dispute and is final unless
and until reviewed by either arbitration of litigation”.

Maritz (2007)  postulates that we should define adjudication
by reference to what it is not.  Adjudication is not arbitration
or litigation, nor is adjudication a decision by the
engineer/project manager.  The adjudicator is completely
independent and is paid by both parties.  In South Africa,
adjudication is a creature of contract.

An adjudicator is an independent third-party appointed by the
parties in dispute, who’s decision is final and binding unless it is
later reviewed by either arbitration or court proceedings,
whichever the contract was founded upon. 

The mediator assists the disputants to generate options and
foster an understanding of their respective positions.  Although
the mediator controls the process, he/she does not impose any
resolution or opinion on the merits of the case, promoting a
win/win situation in a flexible process whereby the parties’ legal
rights are protected should there be no agreement reached. 

Normally a win/lose situation where the arbitrator’s decision is
legally binding.  The arbitrator has the widest discretion and
powers allowed by law to ensure the just, expeditious, economical
and final determination of disputes raised in the proceedings
including the award of costs.  All powers are obtained either
through the Arbitration Act of 1965, if the agreement is in writing,
or Common Law should the agreement be orally. 

WHAT REALLY IS 
ADJUDICATION?

WHO IS AN ADJUDICATOR, 
MEDIATOR OR ARBITRATOR?

5.  Maritz, MJ, An investigation into the adjudication of disputes in the South African
construction industry, RICS COBRA Congress, September 2007, Atlanta GA, USA
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BEING PRESCRIPTIVE:

No restriction on the issues being referred.
Adjudicators must answer the questions put to them and provide written reasons for a
decision.
Must be conducted with no bias or apparent bias.
Each party shall be given a reasonable opportunity to state their case without a hearing.
The adjudicator is to write and communicate everything to both parties at all times.  The rules
of Natural Justice apply. 
The party requesting adjudication should refer the dispute within the stipulated time as per
the contract.  Failure to do so will forfeit their right to pursue the matter further.
The adjudicator may be named in the contract or appointed by agreement between the parties.
The adjudicator’s decision must be implemented immediately. 
Adjudicator must comply with the rules of adjudication as per the contract and in the
agreement covering the adjudicator’s appointment. 
The rules of adjudication shall be very brief so as to avoid disputes and delaying tactics about
the rules, but should include strict time periods for the actions within the adjudication process.

Construction contracts are normally specific as to the default provision for resolving
disagreements.  CIDB’s recommended forms of Contracts (NEC3, FIDIC, JBCC and GCC), each has its
own set of adjudication procedures.  Perhaps this should not be so prescriptive as the person in
the best position to decide, is the person who declares the dispute, because he is seeking relief and
he should know which process would be the better option.  During the course of the contract, the
dispute will probably be about payment and the contractor will probably opt for adjudication, but
at the end of the contract, where the dispute may be about the final account, he will prefer finality
over speed and rather opt for arbitration.
One school of thought is that Mediation does not fit into the nature of construction disputes when
it comes to the matter of cost and time.  There is no middle ground.  One party is either right or
wrong.  Arbitrarily making counter-offers for any reduction in costs is tantamount to a contractor
recovering the said costs by winning a new tender.  If he/she weighs up their options, it is easier to
fast forward to adjudication than compete in an aggressive open market. 

PRINCIPLES UNDERPINNING ADJUDICATION:
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When asked about his own view about adjudication as an ADR, an experienced
ADR Practitioner went on to say: 

 
“…I treat adjudication in exactly the same manner as arbitration.  In theory,
adjudication is rough and quick justice, but I don't approach it that way.  My

rationale being that a losing party faced with a well-argued adjudication ruling,
should think carefully before challenging the decision and incurring additional

costs either through arbitration or litigation.  The more faith that the losing
party has in an adjudicator's decision, the less likely it will be to challenge it.  It

is then that adjudication can serve its true purpose. 
Adjudication shouldn't be viewed as just a stepping stone to the final resolution
of a dispute.  If approached correctly, in most cases adjudication should finally

dispose of the dispute”

As Maritz (2007) correctly observes…enforcement of the adjudicator's decision is critical to the
success of adjudication. In both Basil Read (Pty) Ltd v Regent Devco (Pty) Ltd and Freeman,
August Wilhelm NO, Mathebula, Trihani Sitos de Sitos NO v Eskom Holdings Limited the
High Court of South Africa had exhibited a clear willingness to adopt a similarly robust approach
to enforcement of adjudicators' decisions. 

ADJUDICATION SUPPORTED BY CASE LAW:

Our courts' robust approach to enforcing adjudicator's determinations, coupled with the
industry's persistent application of contractual adjudication procedures, are reinforcing a
suitable legislative foundation that underpins the foundation of adjudication as an ADR.  Swift
resolution of disputes allows for valuable contributions towards service delivery, value for
money, profitability and the sustainability of our fragile industry.  Perhaps with most parties
incurring costs and losses due to the Pandemic and the increase in disputes due to claims,
parties now are starting to recognize the need for them to be aware and be fully conversant
with their contractual rights. 

DESSERT:

The South African High Court's initial willingness
to adopt such a robust approach to the
enforcement of adjudicators' decisions has been
reinforced through two other decisions in the
matters between D T v R du Plessis A J in
Tubular Holdings (Pty) Ltd v DBT Technologies
(Pty) Ltd, and in the judgement of the South
Gauteng High Court in Esor Africa (Pty) Ltd /
Franki Africa (Pty) Ltd JV v Bombela Civils JV.
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